My original design was all Acrylic, but it could be made from Hard Balsa and Ply. The Pivot Pitch Arm, was riveted so it had a "stiff" action. I made the distance from hub centre to the pivot arm, 6 1/2" inches, for that is where most of the blade area will occur, on a typical F1D prop.

You can make this checker, larger or smaller, but the angles on the readout, will be different. Use the attached universal pitch graph, for the new angles. It could also be made from 1 piece, folded 16g Alum sheet 1, like the EZB version.

Small Rubber Band holds Prop shaft

File off Both outer Ends of bearing Hole to allow prop Shaft access (Harlan bearing or V-block)

Alternative 90° Readout (less compact)
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Pivot clamp to ensure accuracy

Glue 1/8"x 3/8" balsa to outer face
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